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Overview

>  MAD: phase problem

>  FEL: single-shot imaging / radiation damage

>  MAD at FEL

>  MAD at FLASH

 MAD: Multi-wavelength Anomalous Diffraction
 FEL: Free-Electron Laser
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Phase problem
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The phase problem is a fundamental obstacle in 
constructing an electronic density map from x-ray diffraction.

electronic density 
that we want to know

→ scattering intensity 
that we can measure

phases that 
we lose in 

measurement
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Why are phases important?
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Taylor, Acta Cryst. D59, 1881 (2003)
Kevin Cowtan’s Book of Fourier: http://www.ysbl.york.ac.uk/~cowtan/fourier/fourier.html

phase → hue 
magnitude 
    → brightness

http://www.ysbl.york.ac.uk/~cowtan/fourier/fourier.html
http://www.ysbl.york.ac.uk/~cowtan/fourier/fourier.html
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Phasing method

> Many phasing methods have been proposed and applied.
 Direct method

 Molecular replacement (MR)

 Single / multiple isomorphous replacement (SIR / MIR)

 SIR / MIR with anomalous scattering (SIRAS / MIRAS)

 Multi-wavelength anomalous diffraction (MAD)

 Single-wavelength anomalous diffraction (SAD)

> Why is MAD advantageous?
 No atomic replacement; Different datasets obtained by physical changes 

(wavelength) rather than by chemical changes (replacement)

 Algebraically solved; No need for iterative phase retrieval algorithm
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Taylor, Acta Cryst. D59, 1881 (2003)
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Anomalous scattering
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Resonant elastic x-ray 
scattering (dispersive 
correction)

Anomalous scattering 
of Fe near K edge
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MAD phasing
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phase diagram with 
two wavelengths 

(photon energies ω)

The anomalous scattering at different wavelengths provides a 
simple way to solve the phase problem.



> Karle-Hendrickson eq. represents a set of equations at different ω:

> MAD coefficients (determined theoretically or experimentally):

> 3 unknowns at every single Q: 

> These 3 unknowns are algebraically solved with 3 measurements.
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Karle-Hendrickson equation
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similarity in folding and Cu coordination to other members of the
plastocyanin family. Other metalloprotein candidates for MAD
phasing include heme proteins, iron-sulfur proteins, and an ever
increasing group of zinc proteins.

Light metal centers can often be replaced by heavier ones.
Notably, the replacement of the group II ions Ca2' and Mg2+ by
lanthanides yields very strong anomalous scattering at the L,,, edges.
Our recent structural analysis of the calcium-dependent carbohy-
drate recognition domain from an animal lectin, mannose-binding
protein, illustrates this well. A recombinant fragment of this protein
was crystallized as a dimer with Ho3' ions replacing the two Ca2+
sites in each protomer. Data were collected at three wavelengths on
the spherical drift chamber detector at LURE (31). As expected
from the lanthanide white line features shown in Fig. 1B, the
measured signals were extraordinarily strong (Table 2). As a result,
phases were determined with sufficient accuracy that the model fitted
to the MAD-phased map gave an initial R value of 0.359 for all
observations to 2.5 A spacings (22). Because of an imperfection in
wavelength control in this experiment, the ability to refine scattering
factors was crucial. MAD experiments with lanthanide replacements
or replacements of transition metals by heavier L,,,-edge scatterers,
such as replacement of zinc by mercury, can prove very powerful.
Another category ofreplacement that can be very effective is in the

replacement of a natural ligand or cofactor by an analogous deriva-
tized ligand. This strategy has often been effective in MIR experi-
ments; for MAD the range of labeling elements can be extended to
the lighter K-edge scatterers. The structure analysis of streptavidin
as its selenobiotinyl complex is an example (Fig. 5A). In this case,
the data were measured on a single counter diffractometer on a
tunable beam line (32) at the Photon Factory in Japan. Streptavidin
is a tetramer and the asymmetric unit of the crystal contained
one-half of the molecule. The polypeptide chain was traced inde-
pendently for the two protomers in a MAD-phased map at 3.3 A
resolution (25), but the fitting was done after molecular averaging
with probabilistic phase combination (23). Brominated organic
ligands could be quite generally useful for this class of MAD
experiments.

Perhaps the greatest opportunity for future MAD experiments lies
in the use of conventional heavy-atom derivatives. All of the
commonly used substituting elements have L,,, edges in a readily
accessible region near 1 A wavelengths. The one MAD experiment
that has been done with conventional heavy atoms was not per-
formed on a synchrotron. MAD data from a Pt derivative of the

Fig. 5. Illustrations of novel structures deter-
mined directly and exclusively by the MAD meth-
od. (A) Tetramer of core streptavidin, with pro-
tein bonds drawn in blue. The selenobiotin
groups used for MAD phasing are shown in red.
(B) Ribonuclease H from Escherichia coli, which
was solved by use of selenomethionine labels. The
molecular surface and most atomic bonds are
drawn in yellow, those for catalytic site residues
are drawn in red, and a sulfate ion is in green.
[Reprinted from (21) with permission © AAAS]

D1D2 fragment ofCD4 were measured on a multiwire area detector
with characteristic lines from a Au anode that bracket the LI,, edge
of Pt. These data were combined with MIR phases to yield an
interpretable map. Had it been possible to conduct this experiment
on a suitable synchrotron beam line, more definitive initial phasing
could have been expected. Since isomorphism is not required, MAD
phasing of heavy-atom derivatives both increases the accuracy of
phases and extends the range ofuseful derivatives. Potential disorder
at heavy-atom sites remains a problem.
The final category of MAD applications is an exciting one by

virtue of its potential for generality. Brominated nucleic acid bases
can usefully label nucleic acids without appreciably perturbing their
structures. Our analysis of the complex of the antitumor drug
chromomycin with a duplex of octanucleotides in which one
thymine was replaced by 5-bromouracil illustrates this. The struc-
ture of this complex was solved from imaging phosphor data
measured at the Photon Factory in Japan (32, 33). The DNA
structure was directly interpretable (20), and phase combination
between the MAD probability distributions (23) and those from a
partially refined model were used to complete the drug structure.

In the case of proteins, the incorporation of selenomethionine in
place of methionine residues provides a general vehicle for incorpo-
rating MAD labels into proteins (34). The analysis of ribonuclease
H (Fig. 5B) is a successful example of this approach. The recombi-
nant protein was grown in bacteria with complete incorporation of
selenomethionine, and the structure was solved from imaging-
phosphor data measured at the Photon Factory in Japan (32, 33). In
this case the phases were accurate enough to permit an initial
interpretation into maps at 2.2 A resolution (21). Higher energy
resolution would have given even stronger signals (Fig. 1C and
Table 2). The extension to larger proteins with many Se sites poses
an exciting challenge for future applications.

Prospects
The MAD method can fairly be said to have emerged with vitality

from its long gestation. A lack of readily available, satisfactory
instrumentation has certainly impeded practical realization of the
promise of MAD phasing in macromolecular structure determina-
non. Even now, these experiments remain rather complex relative to
the routine measurements of conventional crystallography. Never-
theless, impressive results have already been obtained in a number of
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Fig. 1. Anomalous scattering factor spectra for selected elements. (A)
Calculated spectra (37) for certain isolated atoms. For each element, the
imaginary component (f") is drawn in the upper curve and the real
component (f') is in the lower curve. Origins for the five elements are
displaced vertically as indicated. The figure is adapted from (14). (B)
Experimental values derived from an x-ray absorption spectrum of Eu-

Anomalous scattering is intimately associated with the resonant
absorption of x-rays that occurs when the frequency of the incident
radiation approaches the frequency of oscillations in a bound
electronic orbital (see Box 1). This anomalous dispersion (frequency
dependence) of scattering is, as the resonance phenomenon sug-
gests, most pronounced in the immediate vicinity of the absorption
edge. The resonances associated with K and L,,, absorptions are of
greatest interest for MAD experiments, and these must ofcourse be
within the accessible x-ray spectrum to be useful. The anomalous
scattering profiles for isolated atoms of a few elements are shown in
Fig. 1A. These examples illustrate a number of points: (i) Edge
positions for a given orbital occur at systematically increasing energy
(shorter wavelength) as the atomic number increases. (ii) Apart
from the energy of transition, all K edges are essentially alike and all
L edges are alike. (iii) L,,, edges, which are associated with the six
2p electrons, have anomalous scattering factor magnitudes on the
order of three times greater than those for K edges, which are
associated with the two is electrons. As shown in Fig. 1, B and C,
the anomalous scattering profiles that are actually observed from
molecules are typically more strongly featured than the calculated
ones for isolated atoms. These resonant "white-line" features, which
correspond to transitions to unoccupied molecular orbitals, can be
threefold greater than those expected from isolated atoms (8, 9).
An accessible spectral range for MAD experiments can be consid-

ered to be the window from -0.3 to ~3.0 A in wavelength (4 to 40
keV in energy). This range includes the K edges from atomic
number Z = 20 (Ca) to Z = 58 (Ce) and L,,, edges from Z = 51
(Sb) to Z = 92 (U). Thus, all elements at least as heavy as calcium
are possible candidates for MAD experiments. Diffraction experi-
ments have also been conducted at the S K edge (X = 5.02 A), but
these require vacuum chambers and very thin samples (10). Even
experiments at the Ca K edge would be compromised by absorp-
tion. Experience at the high-energy extreme is very limited, but such
experiments should be readily feasible. All elements normally used as
heavy atoms in MIR plus many that are too light for use as MIR
derivatives are all well suited for MAD experiments. Such elements
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0.960.99 0.98 0.97
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(PhAcAc)3 (Ph, phenyl, and Ac, acetyl). The resonances from left to right are
associated with the L,,,, L11, and L, transitions. The L,,, maximum in f"
occurs at 6982.2 eV, which corresponds to 1.7757 A in wavelength. The
figure is adapted from (8). (C) Experimental values derived from an x-ray
absorption spectrum of selenomethionyl thioredoxin from Escherichia coli.
Reproduced from (34).

either occur naturally in macromolecules or can be introduced in a
variety of ways (Table 1).

X-ray Sources
MAD experiments require sources capable of producing x-rays at

various suitable wavelengths. With conventional x-ray tubes the
options are limited primarily to the characteristic lines from usable
target materials. Nevertheless, a pioneering demonstration of feasi-
bility was performed on Chironomus hemoglobin by using two x-ray
tubes (11), and instruments have been developed to use multiple
lines from mixed targets or L emissions (12). Indeed, MAD data
measured from a Pt derivative with Au L-line x-rays were used
together with MIR data to determine the structure of a CD4
fragment (13).
The bremsstrahlung continuum from x-ray tubes is another

possible source for MAD experiments, and wavelengths selected
from the continuum emitted by a Mo anode were used to solve the
structure of selenolanthionine (14), a small molecule. The
bremsstrahlung intensity is much weaker than that in characteristic
lines, but it can be optimized by using a high-Z anode material such
as Au.
Although MAD experiments are possible at conventional "home"

sources, the sporadic availability of characteristic emissions and the
relative weakness of the bremsstrahlung (Fig. 2) are limitations. On
the other hand, the spectral brightness of synchrotron radiation
(Fig. 2) is well suited for MAD work. The bending-magnet
radiation from several existing sources (CHESS at Cornell, NSLS at
Brookhaven, SSRL at Stanford, the Photon Factory in Tsukuba,
LURE in Orsay, DESY in Hamburg, and SRS at Daresbury) can
provide adequate flux for many experiments. Wigglers give en-
hanced flux and extend the spectrum to higher energy and can make
third-generation, low-energy sources suitable (such as ALS at
Berkeley, MAX-II in Lund, SRRC in Hsinchu). Undulators on the
high-energy, low-emittance sources that are under construction
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MAD with synchrotron radiation

> MAD has been a well-established phasing method with synchrotron 
radiation since late 80’s.

9

Table 1. Anomalous dispersion terms and RrYM values at the four x-ray
wavelengths used in data collection.

Rsym -{E yII- IIi l}I { SIi}
hkl i hkl i

where the second summation is over all redundant and all space-group
symmetry-equivalent measurements at a given hkl. The Rsym values under (1)
were obtained when the data were processed with a conventional model for
coincidence loss as a function of detector count rate. The values under (2)
resulted from the empirical scaling procedure described in (12). All Rsym
values are for the data to 2.5 A resolution.

Maxi-fi
r

Rsym mum UniqueX-ray energy (elec- (elec- count reflec-
(wavelength) rate tionsU trons) trons) (1) (2) (kHz)
10.0301 keV -1.61 3.27 0.120 0.046 68 14109

(1.2359 A)
9.0022 keV -6.17 4.17 0.107 0.045 66 10830
(1.3771 A)
8.9900 keV -8.11 2.54 0.097 0.045 66 10781
(1.3790 A)
8.0414 keV -2.55 0.60 0.055 0.043 57 7746
(1.5416 A)

teins are obvious candidates for the technique; even proteins
without metal atoms in their native state may be made amenable to
MAD phase assignment by chemical modification or by co-crystalli-
zation with an anomalous scatterer (2). Many of the difficulties
inherent in isomorphous replacement methods are thus bypassed:
data are collected from a single crystal form, a laborious search for
derivatives is unnecessary, and the question of imperfect isomor-
phism does not arise. The phasing power of the MAD technique
actually increases for higher resolution data, since the magnitude of
the anomalous dispersion scattering does not decrease with scatter-
ing angle. The application ofMAD phasing has been made techni-
cally feasible through the use of intense polychromatic synchrotron
radiation together with accurate data collection from multiwire
electronic area detectors.
The MAD phasing technique appeared particularly well suited to

solving a difficult and long-standing problem. In 1971 and 1974,
two groups of investigators independently reported the occurrence
of a basic copper-containing protein in cucumbers (3, 4). In view of
the occurrence of the protein in several plant sources (5, 6), the
names "cusacyanin" and "plantacyanin" were proposed. As the
protein has spectroscopic and redox properties that show that it
belongs to the class of blue copper proteins, we refer to it merely as
CBP, "cucumber basic blue protein." We crystallized CBP in 1976,
and preliminary crystallographic data were recorded (7). Only one
heavy-atom isomorphous derivative was successfully prepared (with
mercuric acetate), and then only from crystals of the native protein
cross-linked with glutaraldehyde. A map calculated by single iso-
morphous replacement techniques defied interpretation. Our at-
tempts to solve the structure by molecular replacement with models
based on the known structure of another blue copper protein,
plastocyanin, also failed. However, the structure was readily solved
with MAD phasing.

Because MAD phasing for protein structure analysis is so new,
too few experiments have been completed to determine how large
an anomalous dispersion signal is required to solve a protein
structure of a given size [although we have studied this question
theoretically (1)]. The phasing power of the MAD technique is
greater when the signal is large, as is the case at the L absorption
edges of the lanthanides (8). The large signal at the Tb LI,, edge (f'
-28 electrons, and f" --20 electrons) was exploited by Kahn et al.
in the determination of the Opsanus tau parvalbumin structure (9).

The substitution of Tb3+ at the two Ca2+ binding sites in this
protein (molecular weight, Mr 10,100) introduced a large anoma-
lous dispersion signal. In contrast, the magnitudes off' and f" are
typically less than 10 electrons at the K absorption edges of the
transition elements. Thus it is significant that in the present work
the signal from a single Cu atom in the native CBP (Mr 10,100) was
sufficient for structure determination with MAD phasing (Table 1)
(10).
Experimental. Crystals of CBP were grown by hanging-drop

vapor diffusion against 40 percent polyethylene glycol-6000 in
0.1M phosphate buffer (pH 6.0). The x-ray energies for data
collection were chosen after characterization of the energy depen-
dence ofthe anomalous dispersion terms f' and f" exhibited by the
sample crystals in the x-ray region that spans the CuK absorption
edge. For this purpose, the x-ray fluorescence from a single, oriented
crystal of CBP was measured as a function of the incident x-ray
energy with a scintillation counter positioned in the horizontal plane
and within 2 cm ofthe sample crystal at 90 degrees to the 95 percent
horizontally polarized incident beam. Figure 1 shows the variations
in f' and f" observed near the CuK absorption edge. Two ofthe x-
ray energies used for the data collection were chosen to lie at the
absorption edge: one at the point of maximum f", and one at the
point of maximum negative f'. The remaining two energies were
chosen approximately 1 keV above and below the edge (the latter
specifically at the CuKY line). Bragg intensities were measured from
two crystals ofCBP with dimensions 0.37mm by 0.37 mm by 0.13
mm and 0.37mm by 0.37 mm by 0.08 to 0.12 mm, respectively, by
using the area detector facility built specifically for exploiting the
MAD phasing technique at the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation
Laboratory (SSRL) (11, 12). To the extent possible, the diffraction
geometry was chosen so that Bijvoet pairs ofreflections (F+ and F-)
were measured simultaneously on different portions of the detector
(13). The 85,374 integrated Bragg intensities were partitioned into
140 bins, each bin corresponding to a rotation of the sample crystal
by about 8 degrees at a single energy. A linear scale factor was
assigned to each bin to minimize the overall Rsym, and the redun-
dant and symmetry-equivalent observations were averaged to yield a
consensus value of F+ and F- for each reflection at each energy
(Table 1).
The data used for the MAD phase assignment comprised 3550

independent reflections (99 percent ofthe accessible data) measured

4 -

-0

8600 8800 9000 9200 9400
Energy (eV)

Fig. 1. Energy dependence of the anomalous dispersion termsff andf' in
the region ofthe CuK absorption edge. Values off ' and f' are in electrons.
Experimental values for f" (heavy line) were obtained from x-ray fluores-
cence from a single crystal of CBP; ideal f" values (thin line) for atomic Cu
are from (58). Experimental values for f are derived by numerical integra-
tion from the f" spectrum with the Kramers-Kroenig relation; ideal f'
values (thin line) are from Honl theory (59). Derivation ofthe experimental
f" and f' values was performed with an in-house program DISCO (60).
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Fig. 3 (top). Stereoview of the CBP molecule, showing the Ca
atoms of the polypeptide backbone, the side chains of the Cu-
binding residues (His39, Cys79, His84, and Met89), and the cys-
tine disulfide bridge between Cys52 and Cys85. Fig. 4 (bot-
tom). Stereoview of the Cu site in CBP. The exposed imidazole
ring edge of His84 is surrounded by the side chains ofPhe'3, Met38,
Phe81, Pro82, and Ser87; that of His39 by the side chains of Thr'2
Phe13, Asn35, and Met38. The side chain ofTrp" is seen below that
of Met89.

Cucumber basic protein

Cucumber basic protein

is not coordinated to the Cu atom. Between the end of strand 4 and
the beginning of strand 5 are two tums of helix. The second turn of
helix finishes at a third Cys residue, Cys52. A disulfide bridge joins
Cys52 to Cys85. With respect to the Cu site, the disulfide bridge lies
on the distal side of the double loop in the polypeptide backbone:
neither of the S atoms is within bonding distance of the Cu atom.
The Cu atom is located beneath the surface at one end of the

molecule (Fig. 4). The donor atoms are Nb(His39), Sy(Cys79),
NB(His84), and Sb(Met89). The coordination is distorted from a
tetrahedral geometry, but further refinement is required before the
bond lengths and bond angles at the Cu atom can be stated with
confidence. At this stage there is no evidence for a fifth Cu-ligand
bond or close Cu-polypeptide contact. Both ofthe His ligands have
their distal (Cb-Nc) imidazole ring edges exposed to the solvent,
the immediate environment of His being more hydrophobic than
that ofHis39 (Fig. 4). The accessibility surfaces ofthe two imidazole
rings appear to be contiguous. On the side of the Cu site remote
from the solvent, the side-chain methyl group of Met89 lies in
contact with the aromatic side-chain group of Trp".

Structural comparisons with other blue copper proteins.
Three blue Cu proteins-plastocyanin, azurin, and pseudoazurin-
have previously been characterized crystallographically. In each the
Cu atom is coordinated by the Nb(imidazole) atoms of two His
residues, the Sy(thiolate) atom of a Cys residue, and the
Sb(thioether) atom of a Met residue (20-25). Refinements of the
structures of plastocyanin and azurin have shown that the Cu-
S(Met) bonds are abnormally long (2.9 and 3.1 A) (21, 24) and that
the Cu atom in azurin makes an additional close contact (3.1 A)
with a backbone O(peptide) atom (24). Although the Cu-S(Met)
bonds are obviously weak, they seem to play a crucial role in tuning
the reduction potentials of the blue Cu site (26, 27).
The present work shows that the distorted tetrahedral NNSS'

coordination in CBP is analogous to that found at the Cu sites of
plastocyanin and azurin, lending further support to the hypothesis
12 AUGUST I988

that the high redox potentials of the proteins (CBP, 317 mV;
plastocyanins, from -360 to 370 mV; azurins, from -280 to 320
mV) have a common structural origin (26, 27). The folds of the
polypeptide backbones of the three proteins are, however, distinctly
different (Fig. 5). In azurin, strands 4 and 5 of the polypeptide
backbone are part of the 1 sandwich; connecting the ends of these
strands, a flap comprising about 30 residues and including three
turns of helix hangs off the main body of the molecule (23). In
plastocyanin, strand 5 is too irregular to be part of the 1 sandwich
(20, 21). In CBP, the P-sandwich structure is further depleted by a
bend and twist in strands 4 and 5 that place these strands at a large
angle from the other strands. These observations support a sugges-
tion by Adman that there are several subcategories of blue Cu-
protein structure (28). From the viewpoint of crystallographic
methodology, the remarkable difference between the tertiary struc-
tures of CBP and plastocyanin explains why molecular replacement
methods failed for solving the CBP structure when a search model
based on plastocyanin was used.
The CBP structure confirms or explains the results of several

antecedent spectroscopic studies. Three of the Cu-binding residues,
a Met and two His residues, were predicted from 'H nuclear
magnetic resonance (NMR) redox titrations (29). The fourth, a Cys,
was to be expected from the intense charge-transfer band at -600
nm (30, 31). The locations of the His and Met ligands in the
molecule could be inferred from sequence homology with plasto-
cyanin and azurin in the vicinity of the Cu site (29). The prediction
ofthe Cu-binding Cys residue in CBP was less certain because ofthe
presence of two additional Cys residues that have no equivalent in
the other two proteins. The proximity of TrpII to the Cu site is
consistent with the observation that the quantum yield of a 340-nm
fluorescence band typical ofTrp is much higher in apo-CBP than in
Cu(I)- and Cu(II)-CBP (4). The observed close contact between the
side chain ofMet89 and the aromatic group ofTrp" accounts for the
large upfield shift of the e-CH3 resonance ofMet89 in the 'H NMR
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Picture taken from Gaffney & Chapman, Science 

316, 1444 (2007)

quired for coherent diffractive imaging (3).
Coherent diffractive x-ray imaging experiments
have primarily used iterative algorithms for im-
age reconstruction, with resolutions approaching
10 nm having been achieved (4, 5).

Radiation damage limits the highest resolu-
tion achievable with coherent diffractive imag-
ing. When using 8-keV x-ray photons to image
low atomic number materials such as a bio-
molecule, for every scattered photon that con-
tributes to the diffraction pattern there are about
10 x-ray photons absorbed. This absorption de-
posits energy into the sample and leads to sam-
ple degradation. When exposed to high average
brightness synchrotrons, biological materials
can withstand doses of roughly 200 photons/Å2

with cryogenic cooling. For a noncrystalline
protein surrounded by vitreous ice, the number
of scattered photons varies as 1/q4. An exposure
of 200 photons/Å2 gives statistically significant
signal only for feature sizes larger than d = 10 nm,
much too coarse for imaging molecular or atomic
structures, which have angstrom scale features.

Delivering the radiation dose to the sample
before radiation-induced structural degradation
provides a strategy to exceed the exposure limit
set by the radiation damage threshold at synchro-
tron facilities. Solem and Baldwin (6) first pro-
posed x-ray laser flash imaging microscopy.
Neutze et al. extended this concept to the use of
XFEL pulses to image single nanoscopic par-
ticles at near-atomic resolution (7). They used a
molecular dynamics simulation to model the
interaction of a focused XFEL pulse on a single
biomolecule. They simulated the influence of
x-ray photo-ionization, electronic relaxation, il-
luminated particle charging, and the resultant
Coulomb explosion while simultaneously cal-
culating the x-ray scattering pattern (Fig. 2). They
predict that x-ray lasers will allow fluences 105

times larger for biological imaging than present-
ly achievable with synchrotron radiation if the
x-rays are delivered to the sample before the
Coulomb explosion. This simulation indicates
that the pulse will need to be tens of fs in
duration or shorter for the explosion to have a
minimal influence on the x-ray scattering pat-
tern. For biological objects, the increased x-ray
dose should allow single-pulse images to be
acquired with about 1-nm resolution. Higher-
resolution images will be achievable with more
strongly scattering high-atomic-number mate-
rials. In addition to these molecular dynamics
simulations, hydrodynamic calculations havemod-
eled the influence of an intense ultrafast x-ray pulse
on the atomic structure of a macromolecule or
cluster (38, 39).

Despite the enormous increase in allowed
fluence, atomic-resolution imaging of single par-
ticles will require averaging of multiple images
(7, 40). This will need to be done serially, with a
new, identical particle being delivered on every
x-ray shot. Ideally, the particle should be the only
scattering object in the beam path, requiring them
to be introduced into vacuum and efficiently

transported to the interaction volume. For ran-
domly oriented particles, the requirement of
orienting each single-pulse single-particle diffrac-
tion pattern sets theminimum scattering intensity.
By following strategies similar to those used in
single-particle cryoelectron microscopy (41), it
will be possible to classify data into groups of
similar orientation and vastly increase the signal-
to-noise ratio by averaging. These classes must
then be assembled into a three-dimensional
coherent diffraction pattern (40), which will be
phased (Fig. 2). Alternatively, the gas-phase par-
ticles could be aligned by a nonresonant laser
pulse (42), greatly easing the single-pulse signal
to noise required for computational alignment
and averaging.

The single-pulse diffractive image of a
micrometer-sized test object recorded at FLASH
provides a dramatic illustration of the “flash”
imaging technique (8) (Fig. 3). This demonstrates
that an interpretable coherent diffraction pattern
with excellent signal to noise can be collected
from a small isolated object in a single FEL
pulse. The focused pulse can destroy all material
in its path, including the detector, and it was not
previously obvious whether a diffraction pattern
could be recorded without a large background

resulting from scattering from a beam stop, from
the focusing optics, or from plasma radiation
from the sample. These effects were prevented by
using a novel graded multilayer mirror that only
reflects the elastically scattered light from the
sample onto a charge-coupled device (CCD)
detector located in the optical far field and
harmlessly passes the strong undiffracted beam
through a hole in the mirror. The pulse that
recorded the diffraction pattern heated the sample
up to about 60,000 K, which ablated and melted.
Nevertheless, the image is recorded to the 62-nm
diffraction limit of the detector aperture, showing
no effects of damage. Compared with diffractive
imaging at synchrotrons, which is difficult
because of the low coherent flux available and
the need to filter a single coherent mode from an
incoherent source, imaging with the FEL is
straightforward and requires no spatial or
spectral filtering of the illuminating pulse.

Future Prospects
The importance of ultrafast x-ray scattering and
imaging measurements extends beyond the par-
ticular phenomena and materials studied to date.
Excited state potential energy surfaces govern the
evolution of nonequilibrium systems and also the

Fig. 3. (A) Diffraction pattern recorded with a single FEL pulse from a test object placed in the 20-mm
focus of the beam (8). (B) The diffraction pattern recorded with a second FEL pulse selected with a fast
shutter, showing diffraction from the hole in the sample created by the first pulse. (C) Scanning electron
microscope image of the test object, which was fabricated by ion-beam milling a 20-nm-thick silicon
nitride membrane. The scale bar denotes 1 mm. (D) The image reconstructed from the single-shot
diffraction pattern shown in (A).
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followed by simultaneous multiphoton absorption, as energetically
required to reach the next higher charge state17, is one proposed mech-
anism, although the excitationof spectral features such as a giant atomic
resonance may modify this simple picture18. Studies of high-intensity
photoabsorptionmechanisms in this wavelength regime have also been
conducted onmore complex targets3,19. For argon clusters, it was found
that ionization is best described by sequential single-photon absorp-
tion19 and thatplasmaeffects suchas inverse bremsstrahlung, important
at longer wavelengths (.100nm; refs 20, 21), no longer contribute. For
solid aluminium targets, researchers recently observed the phenom-
enon of saturated absorption (that is, a fluence-dependent absorption
cross-section) using 15-fs, 13.5-nm pulses and intensities up to
1016Wcm22 (ref. 3).

In the short-wavelength regime accessible with the LCLS, single
photons ionize deep inner-shell electrons and the atomic response to
ultra-intense, short-wavelength radiation (,1018W cm22, ,1 nm)
can be examined experimentally. In contrast to the studies at longer
wavelengths, all ionization steps are energetically allowed via single-
photon absorption, a fact that makes theoretical modelling con-
siderably simpler. We exploit the remarkable flexibility of the LCLS
(photon energy, pulse duration, pulse energy) combined with high
resolution electron and ion time-of-flight spectrometers, to monitor
and quantify photoabsorption pathways in the prototypical neon
atom.

X-ray ionization of neon using LCLS

We chose to study neon because notable changes in the electronic
response occur over the initial operating photon energy range of
LCLS, 800–2,000 eV (l5 1.5–0.6 nm), as shown schematically in
Fig. 1. There and in the following, V, P and A refer to the ejection
of valence, inner-shell and Auger electrons, respectively. In all cases,
sequential single-photon ionization dominates, although the differ-
ing electron ejection mechanisms lead to vastly different electronic
configurations within each ionization stage. The binding energy of a
1s electron in neutral neon is 870 eV. For photon energies below this,
the valence shell is stripped, as shown at the top of Fig. 1 in a VV…
sequence. Above 870 eV, inner-shell electrons are preferentially
ejected, creating 1s vacancies that are refilled by rapid Auger decay,
a PA sequence. For energies above 993 eV, it is possible to create
‘hollow’ neon, that is, a completely empty 1s shell, in a PP sequence
if the photoionization rate exceeds that of Auger decay. For energies
above 1.36 keV, it is possible to fully strip neon, as shown at the
bottom of Fig. 1.

Figure 2a shows experimental ion charge-state yields at three dif-
ferent photon energies, 800 eV, 1,050 eV and 2,000 eV. These photon
energies represent the different ionization mechanisms—valence
ionization, inner-shell ionization and ionization in the regime far
above all edges of all charge stages of neon. Despite the relatively
large focal spot for these studies, ,1 mm, the dosage at 2,000 eV for
neon (dosage5 cross-section3 fluence) is comparable to that pro-
posed for the biomolecule imaging experiment where a 0.1-mm focal
spot was assumed2. At the maximum fluence of,105 X-ray photons
per Å2, we observe all processes that are energetically allowed via
single-photon absorption. Thus, at 2,000 eV, we observe Ne101 and
at 800 eV we find charge states as high as Ne81 (a fractional yield of
0.3%), indicating a fully-stripped valence shell. We note that valence
stripping up to Ne71 was previously observed in neon for 90.5-eV,
1.83 1015W cm22 irradiation18,22. At this intermediate photon
energy, 90.5 eV, the highest charge state can not be reached by a
sequential single-photon absorption process.

Figure 2b compares the experimental ion charge-state yields with
theoretical calculations based on a rate equation model that includes
only sequential single-photon absorption and Auger decay pro-
cesses12. For simulations, two parameters are required, the X-ray
fluence and pulse duration. The fluence (pulse energy/area) on target
may be calculated from measured parameters for pulse energy and
focal spot size. The X-ray pulse energies quoted throughout this

paper were measured in a gas detector23 located upstream of the
target; the actual pulse energy on target is reduced by five reflections
on B4C mirrors (for details, see Methods). The focal spot size was
estimated from measurements done during the commissioning
period (J. Krzywinski, personal communication) using the method
of X-ray-induced damage craters imprinted in solid targets24.

The fluence calculated from these pulse-energy and spot-size mea-
surements is corroborated by in situ ion-charge-state measurements,
both at 800 eV, where ionization is dependent only on fluence and
not on intensity, and at 2,000 eV, where the observed ratio of Ne101/
Ne91 resulting from photoionization of hydrogen-like neon (a pro-
cess with a well-known cross-section) serves as a reliable calibration
tool. The fluence that matches the Ne101/Ne91 ratio agrees to within
30% with that derived from the measured pulse energy (2.4mJ) and
estimated focal spot size (,13 2mm2 full-width at half-maximum,
FWHM) at 2,000 eV. This fluence predicts not only the ratio Ne101/
Ne91, but also the absolute values of the fractional charge-state yield,
as shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 2b. At 2,000 eV, the calculations
predict the overall trend of the charge-state yields well, but there are
obvious differences—particularly at the lower charge states. The
odd–even charge-state alternation is much more pronounced in
the calculation than in the experiment. This is due to the fact that
the calculation ignores shake-off25 and double-Auger processes26, and
predicts that 1s one-photon ionization produces charge states up to
Ne21 only. Experimentally, one observes a yield of,75% Ne21 and
25% Ne31 from simple 1s ionization27. At 1,050 eV, the general
trends are reproduced although differences due to the simplicity of
the model are evident.

At 800 eV, the simulations, which include only valence-shell strip-
ping, are in excellent agreement with the observed charge-state dis-
tribution. The fluence, determined in situ by the 800-eV data and
simulation, is within 10% of that predicted by a ,2.13 increase in
focal area when going from 2,000 eV to 800 eV (ref. 28). Here, the
simulation is more straightforward as no inner-shell processes are
operative. We note that nonlinear two-photon processes29, which
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Figure 1 | Diagram of the multiphoton absorption mechanisms in neon
induced by ultra-intense X-ray pulses. X-rays with energies below 870 eV
ionize 2s,p-shell valence electrons (V, red arrow). Higher energy X-rays give
rise to photoemission from the 1s shell (P, purple arrow), and in the
consequent Auger decay the 1s-shell vacancy is filled by a 2s,p-shell electron
and another 2s,p electron is emitted (A, black arrow). These V, P and A
processes are shown inmore detail in the inset; they all increase the charge of
the residual ion by one. Main panel, three representative schemes of
multiphoton absorption stripping the neon atom. The horizontal direction
indicates the time for which atoms are exposed to the high-intensity X-ray
radiation field, and vertical steps indicate an increase in ionic charge due to
an ionization step, V, P or A. Horizontal steps are approximately to scale
with a flux density of 150X-ray photons per Å2 per fs, and indicate the mean
time between photoionization events or Auger decay.
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> Diffraction-during-ionization: electronic radiation damage is unavoidable.

> Good agreement between theoretical model and LCLS experiments
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Speculation of MAD at FEL

> Heavy atoms as anomalous scatters will be more ionized than other 
atoms during intense x-ray pulses.

> Anomalous scattering will be changed when heavy atoms are ionized.

> Stochastic electronic damage to heavy atoms would destroy coherent 
scattering signals in nanocrystals...

> MAD would not be applicable for phasing at high x-ray intensity...?

> We will demonstrate the existence of a Karle-Hendrickson-type equation 
in the high-intensity regime.

> We will show that MAD not only works, but also the extensive electronic 
rearrangements at high x-ray intensity provide a new path to phasing.
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Scattering intensity including elec. damage
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> Only heavy atoms scatter anomalously and undergo damage dynamics 
during an x-ray pulse.

> Heavy atoms are ionized independently.
> Only one species of heavy atoms is considered.

Son, Chapman & Santra, PRL (in press)
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Generalized Karle-Hendrickson equation
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Son, Chapman & Santra, PRL (in press)

How to obtain those MAD coefficients including elec. damage dynamics?



> X-ray–induced atomic processes for any element and any configuration

 photoionization cross section

 Auger / Coster-Kronig decay rate

 fluorescence rate

 coherent x-ray scattering form factor

 shake-off branching ratio

 dispersion correction for coherent x-ray scattering form factor

> Rate equation model to simulate electronic damage dynamics
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XATOM: x-ray and atomic physics toolkit
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Son, Young & Santra, PRA 83, 033402 (2011)
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XATOM: examples of FEL sciences
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Calculations of MAD coefficients
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MAD phasing at high x-ray intensity

> Bleaching effect: MAD coefficients ã and b are dramatically bleached 
out and their minimum is deepened and broadened.

> The contrast in ã and b becomes enhanced; the contrast in c is reduced 
but not completely eliminated. → MAD can be done.

> Broadening of the edge 
                   → less precision of ω

> Bleaching effect provides an alternative 
phasing method similar to SIR (single 
isomorphic replacement) or RIP (radiation-
damage induced phasing).
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MAD phasing for nanocrystals

>                    implies that all heavy atoms are described by the same 
dynamical form factor → Bragg peaks

>                                        represents fluctuations from all different 
configurations induced by electronic damage → diffuse background
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> Extension of MAD to non-periodic nano-structures

> MAD near the carbon K-shell edge
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MAD with light atoms
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Scherz et al., PRL 101, 
076101 (2008)

R and non-R parts of the image. The additional constraints
may be viewed as providing reference wave information.
This allows a unique computational straightforward recon-
struction of the object and distinguishes our technique
from the standard CL approach. Since no additional aper-
tures or focusing optics are required for phasing purposes,
the sample region is fully accessible to sample manipula-
tion tools, such as magnetic fields and optical beams.

A scanning electron micrograph (SEM) of the sample
used in this proof of principle experiment is shown in
Fig. 1. Polystyrene spheres, 300 and 90 nm in size, were
dispersed from aqueous solution on a Si3N4 membrane.
The 800 nm thick Au film prepared on the back side of the
membrane by sputter deposition is opaque to soft x rays at
the C K edge (attenuation length 34 nm). A round object
hole was drilled through the Au film by a focused ion beam
stopping at the silicon nitride membrane. This aperture
confines the sample area to 1:2 !m in diameter and allows
for a coherent illumination with x rays. In order to deter-
mine the OCs, a second macroscopic sample with 90 nm
polystyrene spheres was prepared on a bare Si3N4 mem-
brane, and its x-ray absorption spectrum was recorded in
transmission.

The experiment was carried out on the soft x-ray coher-
ent scattering beam line of the Stanford Synchrotron
Radiation Laboratory (SSRL). The C K-edge absorption
spectrum of the macroscopic sample was used to derive the
imaginary part " of the refractive index. The real part #
was obtained by Kramers-Kronig conversion, using the
measured absorption spectrum and normalizing it over an

extended range to tabulated data (30 eV–30 keV) outside
the resonance region [16]. Transversely coherent x rays
were produced by spatial filtering the undulator source,
while a monochromator imposed temporal coherence [13].
The energy resolving power E=!E> 5000 of the spherical
grating monochromator provided a longitudinal coherence
length of at least $L > 4 !m, while the transverse coher-
ence length at the sample was $T > 5 !m, assuring coher-
ent illumination of the sample. The scattered intensity was
recorded with an in-vacuum backside-illuminated CCD
detector with thermoelectric cooling and 1300! 1340
pixels of 20 !m width. The selected distance from the
sample to the detector was 75 mm yielding a numerical
aperture of NA " 0:106.
In the far field of the sample, the scattered wave field

reduces to the spatial Fourier transform F of the trans-
mittance of the object. By assuming a weak R contrast of
the object and linearizing the sample transmittance, we can
decompose the exit wave into R and non-R contributions.
The total scattered wave field is given by

 Tot#E; u; v$ / F %aN#x; y$ & #i#E ' "E$aR#x; y$(; (2)

where aR and aN represent the local arrangement of the R
and non-R scatterers, respectively. The energy-dependent
part is explicitly expressed by the OCs #E and "E.
Accordingly, aR has real and positive values, and aN is
complex-valued. The intensity of the interference pattern
across the resonance [Eq. (1)] is readily derived as

I#E$ / jAN & #i#E ' "E$ARj2

" jANj2 ' ##2
E ' "2

E$jARj2

& 2jANjjARj##E sin!%' "E cos!%$; (3)

where AN#u; v$ and AR#u; v$ are the Fourier transforms of
the spatial distribution of the scatterers aR and aN and
!%#u; v$ " %N &%R is their respective phase difference.
Equation (3) forms the basis for resonant phasing used in
MAD [4]. For each energy Ei, we obtain an independent
interference pattern I#Ei$. From the knowledge of the
optical constants, we can therefore determine the three
unknown parameters jANj, jARj, and !% by collecting
diffraction data at three different photon energies.
Depending on the sample properties, one may take advan-
tage of symmetry relations, as demonstrated in this work,
and perform resonant phasing with two diffraction pat-
terns, only.
In Fig. 1, we present the center portion of the two

diffraction data recorded at 281.5 and 283.3 eV (wave-
lengths close to 4.4 nm) just before the absorption
resonance. The high-q data were acquired using a mov-
able round beam stop of 800 !m diameter, supported
by a 14 !m thick wire. The exposure times were in the
range of 700–1000 s with a coherent flux of
)106 photons s&1 !m&2. The low-q part extending to
0:009 nm&1 was recorded without the beam stop. A few
pixels inside the Airy disk were thus affected by the direct

FIG. 1 (color online). Schematic experimental setup for MAD
phasing: The sample (SEM image) is illuminated with a mono-
chromatized and spatially coherent source (red). MAD phasing
exploits the energy-dependent interference of the R exit wave
(red) with the non-R exit wave (blue). The interference patterns
recorded with a CCD detector reveal notable changes around the
carbon K edge. The center portions of two intensity maps are
shown on a logarithmic scale. The corresponding OCs for the
selected energies are indicated in the plot.

PRL 101, 076101 (2008) P HY S I CA L R EV I EW LE T T E R S
week ending

15 AUGUST 2008

076101-2

Polystyrene spheres, 
300 and 90 nm in size
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MAD at FLASH
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Electronic damage dynamics of C 
during an intense x-ray pulse

Dispersion corrections of atomic form 
factors of C and its ions 

 300 eV, 1×1010 photons/µm2

50 fs FWHM
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Conclusion

> MAD phasing method in extreme conditions of ionizing radiations

> Combination of detailed electronic response at the atomic level 
and molecular imaging during intense x-ray pulses

> Existence of a generalized Karle-Hendrickson equation for the 
MAD method at high intensity

> Bleaching effect on the scattering strength to be beneficial to the 
phasing method

> A new opportunity for solving the phase problem in single-shot 
imaging of single molecules, nano-sized crystals, and nano-sized 
objects with FELs
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Take-home message
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FEL goes MAD.


